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We are so excited to let you know that we are
partnering with our great friends at

for



Great News Libertarians!
You can get in on the ground floor for an early bird special ticket price

of $399 and you can add a guest for just $299 more before May 1st!

Such a great deal for a remarkable 3-and-a-half-day reflection on how free we are
and how free we can be. Freedom Fest is known as the "world's largest gathering

of free minds," and we are sure that you don’t want to miss it. 

2020 could be a game-changing year. The stakes have never been higher as we
enter a new decade with completely new challenges to our liberty. What will the
2020 election bring? Another four years with the chaos of Trump? An economic

boom like the Roarin’ Twenties of the 20th century? Or a financial free-fall?
 

https://bbox.blackbaudhosting.com/webforms/linkredirect?url=https%3a%2f%2fwww.freedomfest.com%2fvvKxZ3%3fRefId%3dLP&srcid=21024226&srctid=1&erid=1461122756&trid=a14a9440-8bb3-433c-be28-a04f4a83525f&linkid=217558885&isbbox=1


Can you picture a future with GREATER FREEDOM? What does that look like
and how do we get there? 

Come to FreedomFest to 

CATCH THE VISION AND CHANGE THE FUTURE.

FreedomFest will have several fun social events like karaoke, audience Q & As,
and the Thursday Night Banquet themed to bring back the 1920s! Check it all out

here. You can be sure that the Libertarians will be bringing the Party there too!

Tuesday night, July 14th, we will be having our

Lifetime of Liberty Summit

for our Lifetime Donors at Freedom Fest. If you have not
yet signed up to be a Lifetime Member of the Party there is still

time to get in on the celebration!

Sign up as a Lifetime Libertarian 
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before purchasing your tickets to Freedom Fest to receive an
extra special discount code for your Freedom Fest tickets!

We look forward to celebrating Liberty with you!
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